
LLRF
Known as Low Level RF (LLRF) Control, to distinguish it from the engineering associated with the RF power sources, 

e.g., Klystrons and Solid State Amplifiers. 

• The specialty has grown slowly over the decades: this year’s LLRF workshop attracted 145 participants from 17 

countries. 

• LLRF systems by their nature are not limited to the feedback, but also diagnostics and calibration. It integrates tightly 

with many parts of the accelerator, especially the phase reference and high power RF. 

• Successful LLRF systems require integrated design from RF, analog, digital, and thermal perspectives, all tested and 

verified. It also takes intricate FPGA programming and several layers of software support.

LBNL in LLRF

• Leader in the system engineering that provides high 

precisions in cavity fields. X-ray lasers in particular 

demand 0.01% and 0.01 degree stability, requiring 

high-gain feedback to suppress fluctuations induced 

by cavities and RF power devices.

• Feedback topologies to support SRF cavities 

with large detuning

• Drift-compensated phase reference lines, both 

RF and hybrid RF/optical

• Hardware/software co-designs and co-

simulation

• Noise characterization techniques

• Low-drift thermal design

• Near-IQ sampling to mitigate ADC nonlinearity

• Area/speed tradeoff for FPGA DSP

• Ethernet-connected FPGAs

• Experience in all phases of the cycle of analyze, 

design, build, characterize, and commission

Area/Speed Tradeoff for FPGA DSP: Two half-band filters, 

decimator, multiplexer for the price of one.

Build Phase: Build boards when needed

Noise Characterization Techniques: Characterization Expertise: Untangling Tx and Rx noise using digital-domain cross-correlation. 

Feedback Topologies to Support SRF Cavities with Large Detuning: Self-excited loop driving SRF cavity; capable of instant 

transition between phase-locked and frequency tracking; trace shows it entering frequency tracking mode for brief intervals, 

five times in 0.3 seconds, without disturbing amplitude feedback.
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RF phase distribution over optical fiber, interferometrically monitored and corrected. Long-term out-of-loop error 

measurement. Led to U.S. Patent 8,270,844


